Introducing…
the

Fire Log Book
COMPLIANCE MADE SIMPLE

Compliance Made Simple

Fire Log Book
Our commitment to providing solutions to the end user is enshrined in our Mission
Statement and Corporate Vision and is a commitment that we fiercely adhere to.
Mission Statement:
“We are committed to a beneficial and methodical solution to the minefield of health
and safety legislation that consumes time and energy from industry.”
Vision Statement
“To be the problem solvers of the fire and security industries.”
Our new Fire Log Book is a milestone towards achieving both these aims, and clearly
encapsulates our focus on the customer. From the smallest of companies with only a
few extinguishers, right through to the largest corporations in the marketplace our
EasiComply Fire Log Book should have a place in every premises.
With record entry pages to last over 5 years, and with the entire unit housed in a robust
ring-binder file the Log Book is no short term provision - It’s a long term solutions
aimed at saving you time and money, while ensuring that you are entirely compliant
with current legislation.
Here at Blazequel we’re very proud of our new Log Book - We’re sure you will be too!

Compliance Made Simple
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The Inners…
The Blazequel Log Book clearly sets out both the User and Engineer responsibilities for the
maintenance of your Fire Safety Equipment - a correctly completed Log Book is a very impressive
display of diligence to any inspecting authorities. However, with the clearly tabulated layout and easy
to use record sheet formats, compliance doesn't have to eat deeply into your valuable time!
The Log Book ties in perfectly with the Blazequel maintenance and training system, providing
dedicated sections for filing certificates and reports - keeping everything together and to hand as
concrete proof of your commitment to compliance.
» The first section is dedicated to useful and easy » Separate sections for each key area of the
to follow notes and instructions for both the
industry (see below for more details on the
User and Service Engineer across all industry
section breakdowns)
areas.
» Separate record pages for User and Engineer
» Sufficient Record Sheets to last 5 years (Based
maintenance to allow clear and simple crosson BS Test Frequencies)
referencing of compliance.
» Easy to use segmented format with rigid tab » Gusseted Wallet (up to 20mm capacity) for
dividers.
safely filing drawings and certificates.
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A Seamless Integration…
Look at the examples below to find out how the EasiComply Fire Log Book ties in so closely with the
Blazequel Fire Risk Management and Maintenance system.
From the easy to use record tables and site information pages on which to record the key details of
your equipment, right through to the dedicated spaces to store all your service reports and certificates, the Fire Log Book has it covered. Contact us today for more details!

Fire Alarms
■ Is your fire alarm receiving proper maintenance?
■ Blazequel offers system maintenance across almost any type of alarm on the
market dealing with the most complex of alarm systems. From Ziton to Gent
Honeywell systems, we are the fire alarm specialists.
■ On the first visit we will give staff the necessary training and test tools to carry
out the mandatory weekly checks.
■ A service report and certificate of inspection is issued following each test.
This can then be filed in a dedicated section of the log book.

Emergency Lighting
When did your emergency lighting last receive a health check?
The British Standard recommends that emergency lighting should be tested
briefly on a monthly basis and additionally at period intervals by a qualified
person.
■ Blazequel can support you by providing certified routine planned maintenance checks.
■ On our first visit we will provide staff with the necessary training and test
keys to carry out the monthly inspection.
■ The process of regular testing actually helps to prolong the battery life of the
fittings - so to keep your emergency lighting healthy call Blazequel.
■
■

Fire Extinguishers
■ Blazequel offers a competitive Fire Fighting Equipment planned and reactive
maintenance service.
■ Every extinguisher type and location is numbered and held on a database to
ensure that no appliance is missed off each annual inspection.
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Fire Drills & Training
■ Record sheets with over 60 entry spaces are included to ensure that you have plenty of
space to record all of your fire drills, training and any associated comments.
■ All certificated can be stored in the spacious gusseted wallet at the back of the folder.

Sprinkler & Suppression
■ Whatever the application or environment that your sprinkler and suppression
system is installed in, Blazequel can offer the peace of mind of planned and
reactive maintenance.
■ Our highly skilled technicians have years of experience, and out prestigious
customer base includes some of the UK's most recognised brands.
■ Our maintenance packages cover all your requirements in this field, from the
mechanically orientated sprinkler valveset and pump maintenance right through
to the highly technical suppression installations, including the construction and
integrity testing of the airtight room to ensure the system performs correctly.
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The Binder…
Encased inside a high quality ring-binder unit, this Log Book has been built to last… With a 4 loop
system for added durability and an increased tear-out resistance this micro-system is in a league of
its own.
The attractive exterior design is a massive bonus over many conventional Log Books, but it simply
complements the highly functional inner pages, which are displayed on the next page.

Heavy Duty Ring-Binder System
The heavy duty, 4 loop Ring-Binder system is sure to extend
the life expectancy of your Log Book. Riveted to the back
cover it gives extra support and durability while increasing
page tear-out resistance - a definite plus when
carrying out the periodic checks!

A Tough, Durable System…
The entire binder is made up of tough and durable materials, designed to stand up to the extremes of the manufacturing industries as well as
being packed with aesthetic appeal to complement any high profile office or healthcare environment. The solid board design gives ample
support to write upon and fill in record entries
while on the move. The highly durable and
waterproof PVC cover ensures that your log book
stays safe, smart and is easy to clean. This
feature is particularly important in healthcare
environments.
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FIRE LOG BOOK CABINET
● The perfect home for your new Log book. Your Log Book
should always be accessible and available for inspection.
● Designed to accommodate A4 ring binders and some lever
arch files
● Available in red or white powder coated finish
● Integral key rack for storing your fire alarm and emergency
lighting test keys.
● Tamper evident door seal facility
● Robust and durable metal construction.
● Supplied with self-adhesive label for customer application
● Dimensions: H370mm × W300mm × D140mm (Range of other
sizes available on request

Blazequel
& the Environment
Our commitment to minimising the operational impact of our
company on the environment is emphasised again in this Log
Book.
All the paper used is certified by international bodies to
ensure that for every tree used in the manufacture of this
paper, new trees have been planted to ensure a sustainable
approach is taken to this vital industry, with the living and
employment standards of the local people also being monitored.
This system ensures that everyone in the supply chain is
treated fairly, while subsequent manufacturing methods used
in the paper manufacturing industry creates the smallest
carbon footprint of all paper products (even lower than
that of
recycled paper).
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Compliance Made Simple

…Providing Solutions

Contact Blazequel:
Jaguar House

20-22 Hawkin Street

Shuttleworth Road

Londonderrry

Bedford

BT48 6RE

MK41 0EP

Northern Ireland

TEL:

01234 357357

TEL:

02871 377775

FAX:

01234 355190

FAX:

02871 368569

EMAIL: sales@blazequel.com
WEB: www.blazequel.com
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